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·Just as important for i
maintaining the quality '
of human life is an :
environment in which it
is possible to satisfy the
lingings for quiet,
privacy, independence,

Vol. XI Number 33

►

initiative and open
space. These are n_o t
frills or luxuries; they
constitute real
biological necessities."
Rene Dubos .
"So Human an Animal"
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Weiss Inaugurated 11th NSC President
by Betty Wetzler

" America 1970 - A House
Divided" was the theme of the
speech given by Dr. Nathan Weiss
on the occasion of his
inauguration .as the eleventh
President of Newark State College
on Tuesday , September 29th,
I 970 . Dr. Weiss began by
companng America in I858 to
America's condition now when he
quo t ed Lincoln: "'A house
divided against itself cannot
stand.' " Dr. Weiss connects both
past and present crises as being
"rooted in divisions in American
Society, divisions which in both
insta nces we re reflected in violent
acts, harsh rhetoric, and in the
hostility of those America ns wh o
saw t h e m se lv e s occ up y in g
opposing camp s." President Weiss
the n cited the occurance of
campu s unrest as a " reflection of
the profound crisis of the nation
as a whole ."
The contributing factors for
this "house divided" include , as
Dr. · Weiss sees it, the "yet
unfulfilled promise for full justice
for Blacks and other minorities",
his reference to the Vietnam War
as a thing "destructive of national
unity", "the nsmg tide of
extremism" on either the racial oc

war issue, the "ahnost total
alienation of the intellectual
community, the emergence of
new youth life styles which run
counter to the values of middle
America, the impact of instant
communication, the creeping
ecological blight . . . the rise of
giant bureaucratic organizations,
and the seeming inability c,f our
universities to respond as rapidly
as some would wish to the
imperative of our age ."
When offering his views on
how to respond to these forces
which "contribute to the erosion
of support for American
institutions" , Dr. Weiss called for
social justice as well as racial
justice, a broader measures of
participation in organizations and
institutions, the achievement of a
sense of function for all
Americans, and leadership in
every area. President Weiss then
posed the possibility that what
seems to be evidence of decline is
not , but merely the "price of
progress."
The ac tual ceremony of
President Weiss's inauguration was
held on the college green at two
p.m . The processional was lead by
Mr. Willard Zweidinger , acting as
Mace Bearer, and flag bearers Tom
Lindia , Senior Class President, and
Bob Powers, Sophomore Class
President. The Marshalls follow ed,
alon g with delegat e s of
u nive rsitie s, c olleges, a nd
professional organizations, the
fac ulty, and finally Dr. Weiss and
the Presidenti al party.
The ceremony began with the
national anthem sung by Fields
Howard, accompanied by the
Newark State Brass-Percussion
Ensemble conducted by Professor
Thomas Herron.

Michael Splendorio , member of
the class of 1971 , gave the
Jnn o vcati o n. Mr. Splendorio
sta ted that students have an
awesome power in their hand s to Jove , und erstand , and feel. He
stated, " If we can show the wo rld
how to love . . . then our wo rld
will be a little closer to . your
world."
D r. R ichard J. Nichols,
Director of the Division of
Graduate Studies, the n gave the
welcoming add ress in which he
publi cly thanked all who helped
in preparing the ceremony. He
then introd uced those on the
pl a t fo r m whi c h i nc lud ed :
Presid ent Weiss; Mr. Ko rley , Vice
P res id e n t of Ad ministrative
Affa irs; Dr. Parks, Dean of
Stud ents; Dr. Luscombe, Faculty
S e n a t e cha irm a n ; Mr .
Lichtenstein, President of Student
Org. ; Mr. Veltre . Evening Division
Student Council President; Rev. ·
Paul Becker, Acedemic Dean of
St. Peter's College ; Mr. Kean,
Chairman of the NSC Board of
Trustees; Mr. Dungan, Chancellor
of Higher Education; Mr. Brown,
Vice President of the Board of
Trustees; Mr. Eugene Wilkins, past
President of Newark State
College; Mr. Kirk, President of the
Alumni Association; Dr. Granger,
Dean of Professional Studies; Dr.
Youtz, Dean of Arts and Sciences;
D r. B urks, D irector of
I nternationa l Ed u cation
Rutgers; and Mr. Merck, Mrs.
Ford, and Mrs. Bitterman from
the Board of Trustees.
The Reading was delivered by
Professor Mary Scotto who
replaced Prof. Edwin Thomason.
She read from Emerson's writings
on the scholar, whose function is
to "cheer, raise, and guide men by
showing them the facts." She
concluded: "We add that our new
President is such a man for such a
task as Emerson had in mind."
The keynote address was given
by Ralph A. Dungan. He spoke of
the physical and educational
growth . of Newark State and the '
pressing problems facing higher
education in New Jersey .
The investiture of Dr. Weiss as
Newark State President was
performed by Professor Ardath W.
Burks and Mr. John Kean . Father
Paul Becker ended the ceremony
with a prayer, and all guests were
then invited to the reception on
the campus school green .
Those formaHy invited to the
inauguration were all students,
faculty , field services students ,
and friends of the college.
Invitations were also extended to
local officials and Governor
Cahill. Representatives from over
eighty universities and colleges in
the Northeast and Middle Atlantic
States attended .
PrepaTations for the
inauguration began as early as last
April. Dr. Richard Nichols served
as overall chairman and
coordinator. Nine committees
we re formed, including Publicity,
Invitations, Luncheon and

Pres. Nathan Weiss, President of N.S.C.

Reception, and Program and
Ceremony, to deal with the
various aspects of the event.
Many Students were involved
in official capacities for the
inauguration. Rho Theta Tau,
Beta Delta Chi, Sigma Kappa Phi,
and Nu Sigma Tau sororities

volunteered as workers during the
reception. Ushers were members
of the Guides Club, Delta Sigma
Pi and Nu Theta Ghi sororities.
Allan McGarry acted as Telephone
Public Relations man. Chi Delta
s~ rority acte1 as mobile assistants .

Hosts on campus while Sigma
Theta Chi fraternity kept order in
the parking lots. Mobile assistants,
or "runners", were Kathy
Renaud , President's office; Gene
Grass, Dr. Nichols' office; and

Nu Delta Pi fraternity were the

office.

Marie lselborn, S'-udent
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Council.Integrates Coininunity
Helping Hand Initiated
By Carol Ann Doyle
thereby completing the total
Student Organization has required, they will be sent to Sea
officially begun · its 1970-1971 Girt for special training. The first
year, under the leadership of Dave Student Appeals Board, for
Lichtenstein. The agenda of protesting parking violations, will
Friday night's meeting included: be held today at I :30. It was also
the progress reports and further noted that the Faculty has a
appointments of standing separate appeals board. Course
commit tees; a discussion of Evaluation is now in the process
"Project Helping Hand," a of seeking support in concept
community project in from the Faculty Senate. The
co-operation . with the Union Election Committee asked
Jaycees; and the breakdown and Council for consent to rule that
approval of the upcoming year's during campaigns only one
financial report.
regulation size poster be allowed
Under new appointments, Mike in the snack bar but no limit on
Napurano was named Acting the personalized political
Treasurer of Student Org. for the literature place on mailboxes nor
1970 semester. The position of leaflets distributed during
Assistant Secretary vacated by campaigns. Leadership reported a
Michele Ferrara remains unfilled successful conference and is
until all new applications have planning a follow-up. Off-Campus
been considered. Faculty Housing, however , reported little
Committee and Standing success because of a lack of
Committee positions were also co-operation.
filled but some 30 spaces are still
vacant for anyone interested. (A
The Community Coalition
complete list to be published presented a petition for
later.)
re cognition as a perrnanet
Various committee reports committee of Student Org. It
included: Security, Parking, stated as its purpose, to provide a
Course Evaluation, Elections, structure for the common interest
Leadership and Off-Campus of all students and the
Housing. Security announced that community. Consent was given
all parking lot areas will soon be and Paul Hebert named chairman.
totally lighted and also reported
"Project · Helping Hand", was
an increase of its force to 27 men.
When four more staff are hired, proposed to the Council as

another worthwhile endeavo.r.
This program had been set up over
the summer. months, in
co-operation with the Union
Jaycees. A 7-point goal has been
formed for the program including:
free babysitting service, senior
citizen action, a general help
bureau, 24 hour rap line, coffee
house, open communieations, and
an open dialogue wit police and
other civic leaders. Details for the
program still have to be worked
out, and many more volunteers,
students and others are needed. It
was also moved, that a Legal
Rights Bureau be established to
provide legal advice and draft
counseling for students.
The Finance Board Report was
presented and accepted. This
statement included the allocations
for classes and· organizations
presently recognized on campus,
for the coming year. It was noted
by Mike ·lipurano, that money
can only .;;ji'e given where
substantial justification of the
need for funds, has been satisfied.
Some organizations such as the
INDEPENDENT who have been
cut in funds from last year, must
petition for re-appropriations. In
our next issue , we hope to publish
this report in order that the
students may become more aware
of where activity fees etc. are
being.
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Listening Post Sparks Debate
The new pa~king lot, the hiring
of a certain guard, and student
extremism were among the
subjects that sparked lively and, at
times heated discussions at the
first of the year's President's
Listening Posts held Wednesday,
September 23, in the Browsing
Room.
Junior Ken Wilson asked about
the hiring of an armed guard for
the bookstore who was a friend of
Mr. Brilliante , Dr. Weiss replied
that he saw nothing wrong with a
friend of M.r. Brillante working on
campus so long as he is a
competent man .
Mr. Wilson and other students
questioned Dr. Weiss on his
definition of extremism in light of
his statements to the Rotary Club
last spring that the extremist s on
this campus represent a small
minority of the college population
and that he would do all that he
could to control their activities .
The President defined an
"extremist" as one who would use
"quase legal means" in an attempt
to supercede the college's
authority .
On yet another subjel:t , Wilson
questioned the spending of

~t!i~« .
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Dr. Eugene Nilkens, former President of N.S.C.

Wilkins Returns
To NSC Canipus·
Dr. Eugene Wilkins, President
Emeritus of Newark State, has
returned to the college campus
following a sabbatical in Mexico.
Dr. Wilkins comments "I am
enjoying the return to eal:hing
very much. I feel as though I've
never been away and yet I'm
aware and impressed by the
changes which have taken place;
not only the physical changes but
a\so the change in the ua\ity of
the students - their diversity and
awareness."
Dr. Wilkins has returned to
teach a graduate seminar in
International Education , a field
which he feels has "great
intellectual and moral importance
in the modern world ." Dr. Wilkins
utilized his leave of absence from
N.S.C. to foster the goals of
international education by
founding an International Studies
Center at the University of the
Americas in Puebla , Mexico. This
study center provides an
opportunity for students to

engage in a program of study in
Mexico which will provide a step
toward
international
under.standing.
The goals of international
education which Dr. Wilkins
hopes to make known in his
seminars, are a greater awareness
of their respective societies by the
peoples of the world in relation to
one another, and the
understanding and cooperation
which this awareness can bring.
Dr. Wilkins encourages
interested students to consider
taking part in the Studies Center
program in Mexico . Students
wishing to applyfor this foreign
study may do so through Mr.
Williams, Foreign Student Advisor
at N.S.C.. and the college will
accept all credits earned there.
Though he plans an eventual.
permanent residence in Mexico .
Dr. Wilkins plans at present to
retain his position as a professor
at N.S.C. and continue his work
here in International Education .

Lectures Be g in
The Townsend Lecture
Commit tee has scheduled their
first program for 1970. A cultural
experience with "White Roots of
Peal:e" will appear at Newark
State College, Thursday, October
15th. 1970.
''White Roots of Peace" is a
North American
Indian
communications group. They have
travelled over 50,000 miles in the
United States and Canada to
provide a meaningful experience
through their traditional messages,
dan-ces, songs , and films .
Because of the unusual scope
of this program. the Townsend
Lecture Committee has stepped
beyond their traditional (free
period) lecture presentation.
The "White Roots of Peace"
will be programmed throughout
the day and evening at various
location s on campus. Watch for
det:iils!

Newark State will select seven
representatives, five from the day
session students and two from the
night session. Because of a limited
amount of time, Newark State's
representatives are to be selected
by petition to council rather than
election by the entire student
body. David Lichtenstein '70, and
have been selected as the
representative from Newark State .
A
member
of the
Governors-Student Liasion
Committee will meet on selected
campuses with a group of 50
,1'
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students. This will allow four
groups at a time. to have and
maintain a personal contact in
Governor Cahill's office.
Student Organization President
Dave Lichtenstein, is skeptical of
the success of this conference due
to the apparent failure of the
Governor's last attempt at
S t u d e n t - G o v e r nm en t
communications. Last May I 5,
after the strike, Governor Cahill
led a campus-government
conference, having each college in
New Jersey participate.
The individual schools selected
as their representatives, two
students of opposing views and
their student president. Newark
State sent Paul Hebert, Terry
Huxford and Dave Lichtenstein .
However, it did not achieve the
goals the Governor expected.
Why?
"Everyone knows what
colleges want ," Lichtenstein
declared, "but the state would
loose pa_r~ o_f . its po"'.er . to_gi~e i~
~ ....... ..na; • -

.
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therefore the legislators who
represent them feel they have the
right to know and control what
happens on campus .
Administrators and student
leaders are thus often called upon
to justify and explain many of our
activities before receiving funds.
Mr. Patrick Ippolito, Aide to
President Weiss, cited a recent
heated debate in the state senate
over the use of four-letter words
in the Rutgers paper , The Targum,
as an example of the legislature' s
vigilance.
Speaking about the possible
presence of na rco tics agent s on
campu s, Dr. Weiss said that ,
judging fr o m what he knows to be
true on other campuses , " I'm sure
they a re" on our campus.
However, he added that he had
never been personally approached
about having such agents . He
noted that there was no way he
could legally prevent their
presence , but declared that the
college preferred to deal with the
problem locally. He stated , "We
don't need the FBI agents. We
need a chance to respond to our
needs."

Whitman Installs New System

by Frank Roscu s
"If they' re mature enough for
college , they're mature enough to
regulate their own living hours,"
so said Gertrude "Trudy"
Anshuetz, resident director of the
women's dorm, Whiteman Hall.
Mrs. Anshuetz was referring to the
new combination , no curfew,
card-key system.
The old Monday through
Thursday midnight and two A.M.
curfew shall be discontinued
shortly . The new system permits
more freedom for the coming and
going of students. The dorm will
be open 23 ½ hours a day (N .J .
laws prohibits keeping the
strudure open 24 hours). This
posed many problems when the
idea was originally proposed. The
standards committee composed of
women dorm students "kicked
around" several proposals. The
card-key system was chosen. The
past summer all students' parents
were sent an explanation of the
proposed system and a resident of
to us. A conference like this the Hall needed a signed
would work only if people are certificate for re-entry to the
honest and students make dorm.
politicians realize they should
work for the people and not for
the success of their own political
future," he continued.
It may be months till Spring,
Cahill's October Conference is but as of September 2ff, Newark
not the only attempt to reach an has already begun a "spring
understanding of today's student cleaning" in a 5-day-a-week,
demands. The State Education 17-week Clean Up Campaign. The
Appropriations Committee will campaign is being sponsored by
conduct a similar conference the city of Newark with private
within the next two or three industry cooperating by supplying
months.
manpower and equipment, and
"I have much more hope for students residing in Newark are
meeting with this committee ," urged to cooperate. The project is
Lichtenstein.
designed to remove tons qf bulk
"This committee directly refuse which have been collected
appropriates the money to the on streets , in vacant lots, and
state colleges , so we should be in behind buildings. Each week the
direct communication with workers in the Campaign wifl .
them." Lichtenstein looks concentrate their efforts on
forward optimistically to this another of the city's 17 sanitation
meeting as he commented, districts.
"Without the press and all the
Mr. Peter Curten of Mayor
frivolities, maybe we'll get
Gibson's
Transition Office
something ~one :"

Cahill Attempts Rapport
· October is the month Governor
William T. C.ahill is conducting a
series of dialogues between college
studen.ts and state government
officials. This is done in an
attempt to establish better
communications between the two
parties. All colleges will
participate in the Cahill
conference, each school selecting
their own representatives.

$77,000. for the construction of a
"temporary" parking lot and
asked about the original purpose
for the money . Weiss replied that'
a parking area of some kind was
always intended and that the new
parking lot is now considered
permanent .
On other topics, President
Weiss promised to look into
possibilities for independent study
programs, but he pointed out that
there are already some senior
seminars in History and English,
as well as individual student s
working on independent study
programs arranged with Dr.
Hutchin son of the Sociol ogy and
Anthro pology Department.
Dr. Weiss stated that the
college had added forty new
members to the faculty , bringing
the faculty-student rati o to 16 to
I . He indicated that the college is
constantly trying to get more
funds for greater improvements
but that the state legislature is
currently quite hesitant about
appropriating funds to colleges
because of student unrest. Dr.
Weiss explained that because the
college is a publicly-supported
institution, the taxpayers and

Anyone entering the dormitory
after hours will carry a card-key
which when inserted into the
computerized lock on the main
door results in its opening.
Combination locks shall be placed
on the two lounge doors, the main
entrance doors and a/so on the

three main fl~r doors. To gain
admission a student needs a
card-key and must know a
combination. The girls still are
required to sign in and out. Only
first semester freshman will still
use the old system.
Mrs . Anschuetz commented ;
"the girls and the staff work well
together and will get the kinks out
of the system ." When asked if the
system would have worked last
year , Lin Aligood , a dorm student
replied, "No, I don't think so the
system needed time to be
smoothed out."
"Trudy gets the credit for
making the girls think in a unified
manner , "
stated Peggy
McGuinness, "now there's always
something now going on. "The
girls will either work together or
jeapordize their own freedom."

"Save The Earth" Begins

.. ..,...

--,t;~-
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explained that the campaign is
being publicized to community
groups throughout the city and by
mobile public address systems, for
the key to the success of the
campaign is the response of the
people of Newark. People can
support the campaign by
coHecting and putting all refuse
out :, n the street where it can be
easiiy--eollected and also turning
out
help Campaign workers
with the Clean-Up effort. It is
hoped the campaign will
encourage the formation of block
organizations to maintain the
cleanliness.
Mr. Curten noted that the
Clean-Up Campaign is the "first of
many activities" which are being
planned to improve and beautify
Newark.

to

VACpushes 19 yr. vote
New Jersey 19 year olds may
gain the right to vote after the
November 3rd election through
the efforts of the Voting Age
Coalition. V AC is organizing their
campaign with an emphasis on
college activities. Dave Dupell,
director of VAC pointed out that :
"Although the 18-year-old vote
was defeated last year in New
Jersey, it wasn't the fault of
students. Everyone put in a lot of
time and effort."
V AC was instrumental in
getting in last year's 18-year-old
vote issue to the voters. The
coa lition has remained in
operation as a corpora tion despite
a sizeable debt from last year's
drive .
Fo r the 19-year-old vote
campaign, V AC will approach the
voting public with billboard and
radio advertising, bumper stickers,
1iterature , and press releases.
According to Mr. Dupell, they will
not concentrate on door-to-door
vote soliciting this year . Through
press releases and other m~dia,
VAC hopes to change the image
of young people in the minds of
the average voters. Hopefully;
there appears to be more
sentiment for the 19-year-old than
there was for the 18-year-old.
Because V AC is in debt from
last year's campaign, they will
need additionalfunds to make the
19-year-old vote legal. VAC is
asking "$1.00 for the Right to
Vote" to raise money for
literature. (This is better than the
Politicians' $100.00 a plate). One
dollar is not much considering the
time and money V AC people have
contributed tWe1past few years.
Gary DeCarlo and Frank
MacDonald are Newark State's
representatives. They will initiate
the 19-year-old vote campaign on
campus.
Why is VAC compromising for
the 19-year-old vote in New
Jersey when the 18-year-old vote
is being te sted in the Supreme
Court? There is only a fifty-fifty
chance that the 18-year-old vote

will be upheld. If the 19-year-old
vote issue passes in New Jersey, it
will serve as an insurance.
According to New Jersey law ,
an issue that has been voted down
cannot be brought to ballot again
for three years . If the 18-year-old
vote fails to impress the Supreme
Court , then New Jersey will have
19 and 20 year-olds to support
the issue in three years.
VAC will be working to change
the image of youth for the
November 3rd . You can help. If
you're under 21, pay $ 1.00 for
"the right to vote," create a good
image , push for youth. If you're
over 21, vote for the 19-year-old
on November 3rd.

Twenty-one works of Fine Arts
Majors are being exhibited in the
Al02 gallery through October 13.
Bouaches, woodcuts, silkscreens,
etchings, pencil drawings and
watercolors are amo_ng the variety
of media used for the creative
graphics.
The exhibition is introduced
to the viewer by this
proclamation:
"These 21 works, given by
Fine Arts Majors, are on
exhibition for the first time. The
department adds works to its
collection through the generosity

by Lena Welner

The Campus Day Care Center,
originally started as a babysitting
service is very rapidly developing
into a full-fledged nursery school.
Initiated by Mrs . Dolores Davies
and Mrs . Verna· Butler for the
convenience of NSC mothers, the
center affords pre-schoollers
Davies and Mrs. Verna Butler for
the convenience of NSC mothers,
the center affords pre-schoolers
with the opportunity to
experience a large variety of
activities. The center has
provisions for fifteen children,
ages two to . five years and runs
Monday through Friday from
eight to five .
Miss Frances DeFeo and Mrs.
Joan Daly supervise the center
and work with the children in the
fields of music, science, wood
work, art, housekeeping, cooking,
language arts , water play,
gardening (provided all year
around by a garden in a wagon),
and physical education. The
fully-equipped school includes
everything from puzzles, games,
and · books, to a jungle gym,

of its majors, alumni, faculty and,
at this time, a very small group of
patrons.
It is the aim of the fine arts
department to collect art and
make it available to the campus
community to create the desire
for an aesthetic environment and
to expand the finest elements of
man's creative intellect."
When the fine arts department
moves to its new building, they
will have the room and facilities
for a more expanded exhibition
program. Meanwhile , there is a
.fine Arts exhibit being shown in
Al02 gallery until October 13th.

Varsity Football Schedule
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Part II

.DEMYTHOLOGIZING:
THE STUDENT REVOLT

Brooklyn College
Stony Brook

2:00 (A)
2:00 (H)

Paterson State Col leg~
Fairleigh Dickinson

New York lnstitute _of Tech.

2:30 (H)
2:00(A)
1:30 (A)

Rutgers - Newark

1:30 (H)

Marx do provide an ideological

by Stuart Langton
11. MYTHS REGA RDI NG
IDEOLOG Y

When one hears and reads of
the wide variety of student
protest activities, a question arises
as to what , if any, idealogy
underlies them . Many critics of
the Left have tended to chide
students for a lack of ideology ,
while many critics of the Right
have claimed that student revolt is
based upon Marxist ideology. To

Student Day
School Re-opens

Fine arts majors
exhibit works

Oct.
3
10
Homecoming
17
24
31
Nov.
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influence upon many students.
However, the influence of Marxist
ideology begs some important
clarification. It needs to be
pointed out that what it is most
of all in Marx that influeT_lces
students are insights which
support and confirm their own
experiences. In particular it is
Marx' s general proclamation and
analysis of the deficiencies and
abuses of capitalism, aQd his
nation of the alienation of
workers under a capitalistic
system, that influences students.
And yet very few students accept
his design for revolution or the
notion of a Communist state.
Thus most students like what
makes sense to them in Marx.

an extent both claims are true and
false. It is true that there is no
coherent, comprehensive, and
commonly accepted ideological
bicycles, to a butterfly and a p o sition among students in
The Liberal Spirit
caterpillar in a cocoon. Miss De protest. In part this is a reflection
There is much talk among
Feo and Mrs. Daly hope to obtain of a general condition of our time
students about the decline and
a balance beam and audio visual which Daniel Bell has referred to
ineffectiveness of "liberalism" in
aids.
as the "End of Ideology." People American politics. In place of the
The aforementioned people generally have come to distrust
liberal attitudes reflected by their
received graduate fellowship systematic ideological positions.
parents and politicians, many
grants. They work part time in the They know enough history to
students speak of "radical"
center and are graduate students realize that men have done
alternatives. What is meant by
at the college.
terrible things to implement their "liberal" and "radical" is not
The school is under the ideologies. Therefore , they are
always precisely clear; however,
auspices of Dr . Arthur Jonas who interested in various insights, be
the shortcomings of "liberalism"
is the Director of Campus School they a part of an ideology or not,
cited by the young usually refer
and Dr. June Handler who is the which make sense of the human
to methodology rather than
Chairman of Early Childhood · predicament. However, despite
ideology. In discussing American
Department, which is very the lack of a comprehensive
politics, students point out that,
cooperative in the program.
ideological system among students habitually, well-intentioned liberal
Students are urged to volunteer in revolt, there are some clear rhetoric become-& crippled 'o':f
in this very fast moving program ideological convictions that are status-quo politics. Therefore, a
Any student interested in widely accepted.
very large segment of the student
enrolling his or her pre-schooler
Before examining three of population is seeking to work
please call Mrs. Darco, Dr. Josas' these ideological convictions. it within institutions as well as to
secretary, at 289-4500, extension should be acknowledged that to a provide external challenges and to
305 .
limited extent the writings of confront these institutions.
Behind student dissatisfaction is
the view that many of the canons
of liberalism have been severely
violated . Although a few students
do question the ideological basis
of Ii b eralism, a far greater
proportion assume the basic
liberal assumptions that have
always guided the American
experience. These students are in
fervent opposition to absolutism
and demand as "natural rights"
personal liberty, meaningful
consent in their governance , right
of property, and equality of
opportunity. Their protest is not
with the substance of liberal
thought but with the failure of it
in practice and experience. They
have come to experience what
Louis Hartz (in his The Liberal
Tradition in A merica) pointed out
a generation ago - that there has
been an irrational and tyrannical
unanimity of popular outlook
supported by quasi-liberal slogans
that has, in effect, undermined
the essence of libiralism. The sin
of liberalism in America, as
experienced by the young, is
therefQ,£e the failure and
hypocrisy _ t!;iat has accompanied
its applicatton.
The liberal ideological
ass umptions and values that
underlie the various forms of
... Today the "Birthday Suit" is augmented with
student unrest are seldom stated
Landlubber.Jeans, Knits, Frye Boots, &Leather
as basic principles. They are rather
implicit articles of faith that have
common acceptability among a
large portion of the American
358Millburn Aw:., Millburn . .. 467-1583
population. The crucial issue in

IN
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BEGINNING
most peop~ iust
wore skin

MANNINGS .... 1&11

64 Broad St., Elizabeth ... . ... 352-4219
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What Is Professional
Responsibility?
During the two week period prior to
elections, students who wish to participate
in the elections are excused from classes.
The Fall Plan offers an excellent
opportunity to practice what has . been
learned in the classroom. Students who
participate in the November elections will
experience the workings of our political
system. They will be exposed to lessons in
political science, sociology, and history.
Faculty members, however, are bound
by "professional responsibility and
contractual agreements" (According to John
Kean, Chairman of the Board of Trustees) to
hold classes during the two week period .
What is more of a professional
responsibility than actively participating in
what they may have been expounding on in
the classroom? Does professional
responsibility supercede any individual
responsibility?
Perhaps the Board of Trustees see their
job as overseers of Newark State as an
industry. Allowing faculty members to
participate in elections as a civic
responsibility would result in a production
slow-down. Do the faculty's "contractual
agreements" stipulate they must fill a
students' notebook with at least 589 words
per session.
The INDEPENDENT views the
professional responsibility of the faculty as
more than a contract to reveal facts. One
responsibility of a faculty member as a
human being in the position of educational
leadership is to open the eyes of students to
things like values and principles. (Remember
them?) The Fall Plan should also allow
fac_u lty members the freedom to express
their personal convictions.
The INDEPENDENT feels the Board of
· Trustees stipulation that faculty members
must hold classes is unjustifiable and
illogical. Let those faculty members who
wish to, hold classes for the students who
wish to go to classes. Perhaps they can
discuss activism vs. apathy. But, allow the
faculty members who want to be involved to
act out their professional responsibility in
freedom.

• QJJ~ ~ .< '-)~
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Let's Be Hard Hat Diplomatic Loud
Mouth?
To the Editor:
I would like to express the
sadness and sinking feeling I
experienced during a nd after
President Weiss' dynamic coffee
hour last Wednesday the 23rd.
First the concept of the "coffee
hour," as conceived in my mind,
had always been one of freedom
of expression, flexibility ,
creativity, and , above all,
willingness to expose and
eliminate all injustices ,
inadequacies, and other
imperfections in campus policy all done in good faith on the part
of all. But I suppose I have been
vastly over idealistic. When the
president displays a paranoid
excitability, expresses distrust of
students, and yet all but admits
that we must be helpless, actful
puppets in the areas of which the
state threatens to cut funds. Well,
at least that might leave one to
hope that perhaps the students
can maintain some degree of
diplomatic maturity to tone down
the discussion and perhaps alter
the state of affairs. But no one
particular student took it upon
himself to be the grand in
question, to insinuate all the
accusations, to promote all the ill
will, and provoke senseless anger.
Certainly he regarded himself as
brave; certainly he was equipped
with sufficent intellegence and
information to have presented his
case effectively. But
unfortunately, this student had
less tact than ego, and so he only
succeeded in further alienating the
administration. It is my firm
conviction that the incedent could
have been handled more
diplomatically with less
accusation and more positive ideas
for change.
Sincerely,
Name Withheld

•
To the Editor:
I would like to thank whoever
was responsible for the parking lot
behind the Vaughn-Ames
Building. It's very nice to have
more parking spaces available .
However, not only do we have to
walk through oily tar, dust and
rocks to get to class, but also girls
have to withstand gross and
unintelligent comments from
construction workers on the way.
I realize little can be done about
the dust and tar, but couldn't you
provide adhesive tape for the
worker's mouths?
A Distressed Students

Right on
Editor!
To the Editor:
Your editorial on smoking
grass gave me such an immediate,
natural high that I had to thank
you for publishing the exact
things I was trying to get across to
a guy I was going with this
summer. Through him I met other
smokers and heard them speak
about the "million thoughts" and
the "deep insights" that go
through their mirths when they
are high. Yet my guy would not
share them with me since "I could
not possibly understand because I
was straight." He did not even
notice me. When he was wrecked,
he told of past pranks which
seemed hilarious to him, but
which actually caused damage and
hurt to others. I had such
tremendous · conversations with
him when we were both straight
that it depressed me to see his
(Continued on Page 11)
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by Ken Wilson

Dr. Weiss held his first scheduled Listening Post on September 23 ..
During the hour or so I attended only 16 people were there ; seven of
those were administrators including Dr. Weiss. Maybe it's the timing (10
o'clock in the morning) or maybe it's our old friend apathy, but
certainly we as students should realize that Dr. Weiss is making an
attempt to communicate, and we should respond by relating to him
both our likes and dislikes about the way our college is run. Even if
things are perfect, without the proper feedback , Dr. Weiss might be
inclined to change things for the worse .
The major topic of discussion was independent study. Dr. Weiss
favors it. The only problem is, what is independent study? One of my
teachers equates independent studying with studying an assignment by
oneself and then being tested on the material without classroom review.
At the other extreme we have faculty members who permit a
student to sign up for a course and pursue his own goals, getting credit
for the course he signed up for regardless of its relevance to his
particular endeavors.
What is needed is a college-wide policy which encourages both
students and faculty to participate in independent study, but at the
same time establishes general criteria within which each department can
work. (If you have any ideas about independent study, please let me or
the student on your department's curriculum committee know, some
policy will probably be adopted this year and your feed back would be
invaluable.
~
In response to a question about the use of armed-guards on our
campus, Dr. Weiss insisted that no such condition was planned at all;
i.e. there will be no armed personel at our football games. (But what

The Voices of East Harlem have released their first album.

happens if our team loses?)
King Kong is an album by
When asked about the summer news release which quoted Dr.
Weiss as saying~ "the small number of extremists on our campus must Jean-Lue Ponty wherein he turns
be isolated from the majority of students if the present trend of his unique jazz violin style
irrationality is to end;" he seemed to be hedging a bit when he refused . towards the music of Frank
to identify those extremists or explain how they would be isolated. Zappa, the critically acclaimed
Unlike Joe McCarthy, Dr. Weiss is asking the extremists to identify composer of The Mot.,ers of
Invention, appears briefly on the
themselves! Very democratic of Dr. Weiss.
album
playing guitar on "How·
In spite of pressures from the state Legislature on the college, Dr.
Weiss left the door open to a possible strike at the college contingent on Would You Like To Have a Head
the nature of the national situation. In clarification, he did not Like That."
The album itself (ST-20172) is
encourage a strike, he merely did not altogether discard the possibility
that, conditions being right (or wrong, depending on your viewpoint), it comprised of Zappa compositions
that have already been done by
could happen a~in.
And that t~mporary $17 ,000 parking lot ain't temporary; with an the Mothers ("King Kong," "Idiot
eventual black top, it'll be permanent. I'm as guilty as anyone else for Bastard Son," and "America
dri_ving alo~e to school every morning, but it seems awfully stupid to Drinks and Goes Home.") and
build. parkmg_ lot after parking lot when dormitories, classroom space some that have not been recorded
and, Just plam free space is really needed to maintain an academic previously ("Twenty Small
Cigars," and "Music For Electric
environment which is worthy of the tax-payer's money.
Violin and Low Budget
Orchestra.") All of them have
Zappa's distinctiv
touch and
zest that creates for the listener a
calculated cacaphony, a sort of
jumbled movie for the ears.
Ponty has penned "How Would
You Like To Have A Head Like
By Gary Luciano
to continue the Vietnamese That," a sprightly piece which fits
In recent weeks, most of the
conflict. In honest opposition to right into the tone of the record.
focus on the Vietnam conflict has
this policy, we have seen stud en ts, All in all, the album is a fine piece
been greatly overshadowed by the
gassed, beaten, hossed down, of musicianship, a sort of bastard
ever-mounting crisis in the Middle
improsioned and even killed in son of Hot Rats, which boasts in
East. Well, maybe Mr. Nixon,
this land of democracy and its cast of characters Arthur D.
Agnew and the upper echelon of
freedom of self expression.
Tripp III, former percussionist
this country can afford to be
Both peaceful and violent with The Mothers, and Ian
concerned over the Middle East
demonstrations are unable to Underwood, a Mother's alumni
but the youth of America can not;
sway the positions of the who lends his conducting ability
for it is the youth of American
cigar-smoking, Wall Street to the work.
that is dying in Vietnam. To hell
Fred Neil's Little Bit of Rai n
Journal-reading American
with the Jews, to hell with the
capitalist; who can not see beyond (EKS-74073) is a rather strange
Arabs, lets get back on the right
his dollar sign! Thus, it is my album. It doesn't displease, yet it
track and worry more about
feeling that the only way to make never really never pleases. It's just
getting our boys home, from the
the estalbishment listen to our there, and the listener accepts that
land of "bloody rice-paddies".
pleas, is to hit them where it fact and respects the artist for it.
Many people will agree that we
The album sounds like it's
hurts, below their "money" belts.
should centralize our power on
By assaulting the economy, the ancient, the kind of stuff you'd
getting our soldiers out of youth of America has the power take out of the library in some .
Vietnam, but many of these
to bring the military-industrial
people will say, "How can we do complex to its knees. Hereby I ask easy, for our generation has had
it? What can be done?" I too have
the you th of this country to unite an over abundance of these
asked myself these questions and
in a non-violent boycott of the luxuries. However, I am
have studied the many solutions leading industries for as long as thoroughly convinced that a
boycott of industry coupled with
presented to us. I have come up possible.
inflation
will force Wall Street to ·
with one idea which has
How? Very Simple! Listen to
possibilities.
your old records and tapes, don't bring about an immediate
American capitalists control buy any new ones, make due with withdrawal of U.S. forces from
the populace of this country. By the clothes you have, don 't buy Vietnam.
Peace can be achieved. It's only
manipulating and sacrificing the a_ny more, and completely
youth to meet their economic disavow yourself from any luxury a question of how hard you're
standards, they have found a need item industries. This may not be willing to work for it!

Don't Forget
Vietnam

sort of American folk series. Yet,
when one looks at the cover, one
finds that Neil's sidemen include
John Sebastian on mouth harp,
and Felix Pappalardi on bass.
Hardly names that will go down in
American folk history.
All of Neil's song are basic and
concise, the longest cut being
4: 16. They're honest and to the
point, proving that Neil knows
this type of music well and can
create within the bounds he has
set up for himself. The songs
range from "The Water Is Wide"
to "Candy Man," the former
being a very melodic piece anci the
latter, the old Roy Orbison hit.
Little Bit of Rai n is an album
with limited taste appeal, but well
done.
The Voices of East Harlem
have put out their first album;
Right On Be Free (EKS-74080),
and it's pretty enjoyable. It must
be difficult to record a group that
has such a dynamic stage
appearance since something has
got to be lost in the transition,
b1.Jt producer Jerry Brandt has
done a pretty good job. Some of
the songs seem to be kind of
incidental ("Proud Mary," and
"For What It's Worth.), but others
seem to explode from the
speakers as album is played.
"Shaker Life" is such a song. All
the intensity that is The Voices of
East Harlem is transmitted to the

listener. This song alone is worth
the price of the album.
Other cu ts include "Oh Yeah,"
"No, No, No," and "Gotta Be A
Change." Right On Be Free is an
alive album: unpretentious, loose,
and totally alive.
NEXT WEEK: The Stooges
and Tom Paxton.

NOTICES
Newark State's Coffee house Hex Room . Open for all artistic
and contemplative Expression.
On Wed. & Fri. nights 8-12.
50c admission. Tues. afternoons
1-4:30 FREE!
On the first RAINY TUES.
bring yarn and sticks for making
God's eyes. See ya there.

* * *
The Women of the Concert
Chorus want MEN! If you can
sing and if you're available MON.
& WED. 6th period, for credit or
non-credit, please come to WA 28.
We will be waiting for you!
*

*

*

Constitution and By-Laws
Committee Meeting Oct. 6, 1:40,
Student Org. Conference Room.
All interested students invited!
* * *

N O W WO R LD WIDE I
THE

MA IL

BOX

SUPER DISCOUNT SOUNDS·
owest overall prices anywhere on 8-track
tapes, cassettes, & p'rovooative & groovy
posters at super-low discount prices. Speed- ·
iest delivery & completely guara!l!eed. Send
for our current catalog of selections & their
low prices. We have a complete line of rock,
pop, blues, soul, country-western, folk, jazz.
classical, gospel & soundtrack. For free catalog mail your request to:

L

The Mail Box, P.O. Box 2417
San Francisco. Calif. 94126
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review:

by HOWARD DUFF

Jimi Hendrix meant alot of
things to alot of people. To some,
he was the ultimate ball, a Black
god. To others he was the king of
the psychadelic freaks, to yet
others he was one of the greatest
thi ngs ever to hit music, let alone
rock. But the thing about Hendrix
was that no matter what he meant
to you, he always meant
something. He was not an artist to
listen to and ignore. Is this a
measu re for greatness? Possibly.
But H endrix's measure for
greatness was simple - he WAS
great. He was a great showman, a
great writer, and above all, the
greatest technical guitarist rock
has ever known .
We can trace · Jimi's recording
career by l ooking back th ro ugh
his releases. Whe n his first LP,
"Are You Experienced" , hit the
market, people didn't k now what

a
tower
of
truth

by R. C. Kluger
menace to the regime - he must
Amid the welter of films
be destroyed. A truck bears down
purporting to deal with the
on him in the middle of the
stresses of today's world, "Z"
square; he is clubbed and killed.
stands out like a tower of truth . The police portray the incident as
The taut, abso-rbing direction , an accident. From the capitol
the excellent performances, and comes a probing, serious
effective music score, all combine investigator in dark glasses, who
into an overwhelming motion sets out to unravel the web of
picture.
intrigue. Bit by bit, he penetrates
Foremost in its favor is an in to the plot. Even he is
array of actors, unknown except astrounded by the brutality and
for two or three of the stars, who hypocrisy of a government aimed
communicate a sense of reality , of at crushing every spark of dissent
anonymous people caught in the and freedom.
B raving the -will of his
tensions of a society in turmoil.
superiors,
he obtains indictments
"Z"
depicts
the
machinations
Mitchell
(drums)
and
Noel
to make of it. It was, to the
trained ear, very different than Redding (bass). Mitch Mitchell of the military in Greece. The against the conspirators, including
most of the psychadelic stuff that was a fine compliment to police and the generals, the petty the to p military me n and police.
But dictatorship plays its last
crowded the market. It sounded Hend rix's style. An erratic beat, politicians, the hired henchmen ,
cards
by killing off witness after
and
degenerate
assasins
are
all
wild
tempo
changes
and
brilliant
somewhat like it, (wierd sounds,
trippy vocals, etc.), but · the foot ped dle and cymbal work, shown to the life. Opposing them witness and re nde ring a trial
difference was that all the Vanilla were the trademarks of Mitchell. are the forces of idealism and impossible.
"Z" 's message is stark. The
Fudge's and Blue Cheer' s faded He is one of the fi nest rock peace led by a doctor-tumedaway, but Hendrix and his drummers and one of the most politician (Yves Montand) whose will to power is still with us, the
efforts to address a meeting of his enemies of freedom are still with
Experience stuck with you. interesti ng to listen to .
" Purple Haze" , "Foxey Lady",
Redd ing, on the other hand , followers are the foc us of mob us. We are still in the middle of
" Hey Joe", and "Fire" became was a good bassist, but not nearly scenes, street fights, and the the fig ht which twe nty-fi ve years
classics that you could keep up to par with his two associates . repression which we've come to ago, the world seemed to have
wo n aga in st dictato r sh ip .
listening to without getting bored . Redding was originally a guitar associate with facism.
Spread
graphically
on
the
Civilization still hangs in the
player
and
adapted
to
bass
in
On the same album was Hendrix's
first experiment in free -form order to play with Hendrix. In screen in color are the faces filled balance.
What does " Z" mean? It is the
playing " Third Stone from the fact, Redding felt that he ac tually with hatred , the clenched fists,
S u n". It , unlike the othe r was a bette r guitarist than Jimi tne pounding, th reatening crowd , C reta n sloga n scrawled on
wretched so-called free-for m stuff and left the group in late 1968 to the te rror and the beatings that so pavements and walls in defiance
other gro ups did , succeeded in prove it. He didn't. His group, Fat tragically show the face of a . of authority, proclaiming, " He is
making a mu sical statement and Matress, fell on their face and nation tearing itself to pieces. alive." Who is alive? The G reek
Sl o wly , the scheme of the Freed om Fighter who was
was to pave the way fo r more took Redding with them .
Hendrix's second LP, "Axis: cou ntry's rulers and their storm murdered in the picture, the
free-fo rm m_ate rial in later albu ms.
Before going on, a word abo ut Bold As Love", was more of a troopers, both · in and out of Martin Luther Kings, the Robert
unifo rm, unfold s. The doctor is a Kennedys.
(Conti nued on Page 9)
H end ri x's side- m a n , Mitch

FREE UNIVERSITY

COURSE OFFERINGS

COURSE GUIDES

1.Contemporary Music and Counter Cultures . ... . ....... . .. . Bob Diferdinando and Howard Duff
2. Field Studies in Urban Life ........... . ........ . ..... . . .. . .. ... . ........ .Charles Tyson
3.Hatha '(oga . ..... . ... ... . . ... . . .. . . : .. .. . . . . .. .. . ...... . ........ . .... .Dina Cetrulo
A.Minorities and the Law . ..... .. ... . ... . . . ... . ... .ACLU attorneys, M. Diamond and A. Golld
5.Sexual Revolution? .. . ....... . . . ... . ·. ..... . . . .. . . . . . .. .. ......... . . . . . .. Gene Fixler
6.Poetry Workshop .. ..

. . .... . .. . ........ . .. . ..... .. .. . ..... .. . ... .. . William R. Brown

7.Legitimate Dancing ............ . ..... .. .. ... . . ... . ..... Steve Iannacone and Kathy Havel
8.What is the Free University? . .... . .. . . . .............. . ........ .Alan Farber and Stu Welch
Return this form to: Don Maroun, Student Activities Office.
Name
Telephone No . . . ..... . .. .. . .. ....... . . .. ... . . ... .... . ......... . . . ...... . . . .. . .... .
Address .. . ........ . . . ... . ... .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ...... .... . ..... ... . . ... . .... .. .... .. .
COURSE NUMBER 1....... No. 2 ....... No. 3 .......No. 4 .......No. 5 .......No. 6 ....... No. 7 ....... No. 8 ...... .
Return one of these forms for EACH course y~ would like to attend. Get them in early, we may have
to limit enrollment. Courses will begin the f jrst week of October; times and places to be announced.

LIBERATE MEN?

Independent Interview:
INSIDE NEWARI( STATE
Ed : Mrs . Mattson, the
Independent is trying some thing
new this year. We thought we
would search out the dusty
corners of the campus - the
forgotten byways and see what we
could come up with. Your office
seemed like a good place to start.
Mrs. M : I beg your pardon !
Ed: Perhaps I didn 't put that well .
Let's try agai n. I understand that
as well as working here in the
bookstore yo u are also a student.
Mrs. M: Yes, 1 represent a much
neglected gro up - the geriatric
set.
Ed: You feel tha t older pe ople are
left out of campus life?
Mrs. M: Yes. Definitely . All the
groups they have here to entertain
are rock groups . I'd like to see a
Lawrence Welk Festival brought
in for a change .
Ed : That would be a change. J--Iow
did you feel about the strike last
spring, Mrs. Mattson.

Mrs. M : Oh , that was very exciting

wasn't it? I even too k to carrying
a r o und a but to n in m y
pocketbook that says something
very unflatte ring about Mr.
Agnew.
Ed: My , you did ge t carried away .
Mrs. M : Yes, I was so stirred up
that I bought one of those leather
headbands you young pe ople are
wearing.
Ed: That certainly places you in
the vanguard of the movement.
You' ll graduate as a History major
- is that right?
Mrs. M : Yes , Ed , if my health
holds out. - Otherwise it will be
Math .
Ed: I'm not sure I understand .
Mrs . M : Well, the History
department is on the fourth floor
of Willis Hall - quite a climb , you
know , for those of us who are up
there in years . If I find I can't
make it I'll switch to Math . That's
on the first floor.

DATE
EVENT
SUNDAY , OCTOBER 4th
7:45 P.M .
CCB Film : Putney Swope
MONDAY , OCTOBER 5th
1:00-3 :00
E. V.E . Training Program

6 :00-10 :00

IFSC Sorority Teas

TUESDAY , OCTOBER 6th
8 :30-3 :30
Field Consultants Mtg Field Services
1 :40-3 :05
Meeting-Arts and Sciences
6 :00-10:00
IFSC Sorority Teas
6 :00-10:00

Nu Delta Pi Meeti ng

6 :00-10:00
7:00- 10 :00

Sigma Beta Ch i Meeting
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
Messiah Rehersal
Sigma Kappa Phi Meeting
C.E.C. Meeting

7: 00-10:00
7 :00-10:00
7:30-10:00

WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER7~
8 :30-3 :30
Field Consultants Mtg. Field Services
1 :40-2 :55
Encounter Group-Mrs. Haslam
* 3 :30 P.M . Varsity Soccer: NSC vs.
Rutgers, So Jersey
21 :00-6 :00
College Conference
Committee Meeting
6 :00-10:00
I FSC Sorority Teas
7 :40-10:00

Center for Continuing
Ed Class
THRUSDAY , OCTOBER 8th
10:50-12 :05 Encounter Group- Mrs. Haslam
1 :40-2:55
Republican Club meeting
1 :40-2 :55
Task Force for Reorg.
of Ed Meeting
NJEA Dinner Meeting ·
4 :00-9 :00
6 :00-10:00
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IFSC Sorority Teas

FRIDAY , OCTOBER (th
10:00-4:00
Publ ic Relations
Conference-NSPRA
6 :00-10 :30
Marine Corps Parents
Orientation
8 :00 P.M.
Towns & Gown Lectu reDr. Na~an Weiss
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 10th
2 :00 P.M.
Foot ball : NSC vs.
Stoney Brook

PLACE

Theatre fo r
Performing Arts
Downs Hall
Meeting Room A
Downs Hall Meeting Room A
Downs Hall
Alumn i Lounge
Downs Hall Meeti ng Room A
Downs Hall -Facu lty
Dining Room
Sloan Lounge
Alumn i Lounge
Little Tehatre
Library 109
Downs Hall -Meeti ng
Room B
Downs Hall
Alumni Lounge
Away
Downs·Hall-Faculty
Din ing Room
Downs Hall -Meeti ng
Room A
Alumni Lounge ·

Alumni Lounge
Willis 100
Downs Hall -Meeting
Room B
Downs Hall-Faculty
Dining Room
Downs Hall -Meeting
Room A
Downs Hall
Little Theatre
Sloan Lou nge
Theatre fo r ·
Performing Arts
Home

I've never considered the
physical aspects of choosing a
major. Th at's a nove l approach.
Mrs. M : Yes: It should be pu t in
the catalogue.
Ed: What?
Mrs. M: Abou t having a health
c h ec ku p befo re maJo nn g in
History . Just as a precaution I
carry a little bo ttle of bloo d
plasma with me now in case I
poop out on the 2nd flo or.
Ed: That's wise.
Ed :

(Co ntinued on Page 9)

To Dr. Weiss:

Liberate Men? Four desperate
men in Los Angeles have decided
that if men expect to re tain any
of their rights they had better
organize. They have spear-headed
the Men's Liberation Movement
by forming a corporation called
Men's Lib Inc.
Since men are in the minority
in this country, and since women
already have 60% of the rights,
the Founding Foursome , as they
call the mselves, have stepped out
fr o m b e hi n d t h e ir w ives',
mo t her s' , teac h e rs', a nd
secretaries' skirts declaring that
they are big boys now and ready
to make some demands of their
own. ·

They feel they are showing
great courage .in throwing down
the gauntlet to women , but they
also feel that American Manhood
is in danger of being lost
altogether.
"Women have the advantage
over us. They train us to be
gentlemen when we are young and
de fen se less, a nd with that
beachhead they are gradually
usurping all of our rights and
letti ng us pay the bills." ·
At the risk of burned _toast ,
mis-typed letters, and unironed
handkerchiefs, t o say the least,
the Founding Foursome are
asserting their rights to retain the
traditional pride in being men .
'. 'We couldn't look our sons in the
eye if we did less," they say.
Fo r those other intrepid males
who wish to joi n the crusade
asserting men's rights, Men's Lib
Inc. at 6820 La Tijera Bo ulevard
in Los Angeles offers for two
Modern society has made sissies of
dollars a package containing a
the males and cowards of the
bumper sticker, an identification
females . Look at us, Mr.
card, a certificate suitable for for
President. Take a close, hard look
framing and a Men' s Bill of
at us and have pity .
Rights .
Individu alism is dead . We
They make it clear that their
e sc aped a co nformity and
quarrel is not with the sweet,
established a wo rse one . We are
feminine kind of women the y
not individuals anymore. We are a
h ave alway s c herished and
mass - a blob of raggedy-looking ,
appreciated . They are declaring
seedy-appearing, slimey-smelling, battle with the militant women
spoiled brats - a mass that has
who are using the Women's Lib
aba nd oned· the present for the
Movement as a weapon fo r their
past in order to escape the fut ure .
own psychological vendettas.
We do what others do . We say
"Women. buy most of our
what they say and they say what
clothes, choose most of our
we say. We don't really have a
frie nds and tel1 us where we can
voice. Not really .
smoke our cigars, but we haven't
We are com pu terized fa natics. minded because we have enjoyed
We do not make decisions, we do pro t ecti n g , cherishin g a nd
not choose our own way of life, pam pering them. In return it
we copy everything we have. We seemed they though t we were
strong, handsome and wise . But
are not We.
We have rejected the teachings now according to the Women's
of our parents and elders. But Lib groups we fi nd t hey look
their practices we keep. We smoke upon us as rapists, thieves and
and drink and swear and fight and slave-drivers. It's about time
hate one another. Ou r most someone pu t the record straight."
No doub t abo ut it. The
common phrases are " Peace" and
inevitable has happened. We will
"Love" . But that' s all they are just empty phrases. What the ell all be looking forward with
do we know about peace and love. trepidation as the two Lib
We can tel1 you more about Movements proceed on what
appears to be a collision cou rse.
(Continued o n Page 11)

FROM -SPOILED BRATS
by Luis Sancehez

(Author's Note: The " we" in
this article does not include the
author, who is an autonomous
individual. The "we" is used
merely as a literary devise and
grammatical preference.
LS)
Congratulations on yo ur new
endeavor, sir.
Philosophers often speak of ! he
nada. We only think about it now and then. It is a state of
of inaction - of
dormacy
of apathy - of_
passivity
neutrality - of not caring - of
silence.
Many there are who have given
up the struggle to survive the
turm oil and unrest occurring in
our time. Many there are who
have rejected the torch . Many
there are who have closed their
eyes and ears most arrogantly ,
most ignorantly, against the cry of
you th striving for a sense of
direction and a better world in
which to live. Many there are who
have turned their backs to us,
saying: That is asking too much .
We sought but a second of
advice and guidance. We were
rebuked. We petitioned an entire
nation to rise up and move
forward and end the atrocities of
war and hate. We were shot down .
We pleaded for improvement of
the social structure within the
limits of reason. All these things
and more we attempted . Then
alo n g came some shameless,
nameless long-haired weirdos l\nd
totally defeat o ur purpose and
mar our image. No doub t their
parents were either drunks or
junkies or too damned wealthy .
Parents who bestowed empti ness
for affection , wealth and lux ury
for understanding and self- respect.
We were beaten, Mr. President.
Yet , not by our lack of knowledge
and experience, but by the
absence of leadership. We had it in
the bag - mutual negotiation and
compromise - communication
was almost established between
the governing body and the
governed . Then some loud-mouth,
pot -smoking son of the greatest
whore comes along and destroys it
all. In reac h ing for pure
understanding, we must remember
to eliminate all impure elements
in the future .
Leadership is near extinction.
True leadership - charismatic,
ins pi rational, morale-building ,
courageous, bold - is no more.
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·Hoover Warns Of
''·Lure'' Of ·''Radicals''
WASHINGTON - (CPS) - FBI
Dire,ctor J. Edgar Hoover, in an
"open letter to college students"
issued at the opening of the fall
school year, has "pinpointed eight
ploys used by radical extremists in
. their efforts to steer justifiable
campus protest into violent and
destructive channels."
"The vast majority of you,"
says Hoover, "I am convinced,
sincerely love America and want
to make it a better country." But,
Hoover warns, radicals from SDS
(including Weathermen), Young
Socialist Alliance (YSA), the
Communist Party's young
Workers Leberation League
(YWLL), Student Mobilization
Committee to End the War in
Vietnam (SMC), or "many (who)
are not associated with any
national group" are trying to lure
unsuspecting campus angels into
their ranks by capitalizing on
student dissent. Hoover,
apparently not concerned with
"lures" to black students, failed
to mention the Black Panther
Party or any other black group,
even though the Panthers are the
FBI's number-one target.
Hoover listed eight ways that
"extremists will try to lure you
into their activities":
*"They'll encourage you to
lose respect for your parents and
the older generation. This will be
one of their first attacks, trying to
cut you off from home. You'll
hear much about the "failures"
and "hypoc.ri,sy" of~your parents
and their friends. The older
generation has made mistakes but
your parents and millions of other
adults worked hard, built,
sacrificed, and suffered to maJ<e
America what it is today. It is
their country too. You may
disagree with them, but don't
discredit their contributions.
*"They'll try to convert you to
the idea that your college is
"irrelevant" and a "tool of the

Establishment." The attack
against the college administration
often is bitter, arrogant, and
unreasoning. SDSers, for example,
have sought to disrupt the colleges
by demanding the right to select
professors, determine the
curriculum, and set grading
standards."(horrors!)
*"They'll ask you to abandon
your basic common sense.
Campus extremism thrives on
specious generalizations, wild
accusations, and unverified
allegations. Complex issues of
state are wrapped in slogans and
cliches. Dogmatic statements are
issued as if they were the final
truth. You should carefully
examine the facts. Don't blindly
follow courses of action suggested
by extremists. Don't get involved
in a cause just because it seems
"fashionable" or the "thing to
do." Rational discussion and
rational analysis are needed more
than ever before.
*"They'll try to envelop you in
a mood of negativism, pessimism,
and alienation toward yourself,
your school, your Nation. This is
one of the most insidious of New
Left poisons. SDS and its allies
Judge America exclusively from
its flaws. They see nothing good,
po itive, and constructive. This
leads to a philosophy of
bitterness, defeatism, and rancor.
I would like you to know your
country more intimately. I would
want you to look for the deeper
unifying forces in Americ_a, the
moods of national character,
determination, and sacrifice which
are working to correct these flaws.
The real strength of our Nation is
the power of morality, decency,
and conscience which rights the
wrong, corrects error, and ·works
for equal opportunity under the
law.
*"They'll encourage you to
disrespect the law and hate the
law enforcement officer. Most

college students have good friends
who are police officers. You know
that when extremists call the•
police "pigs" they are wrong. The
officer protects your rights, lives,
and property. He is your friend
and he needs your
support. _
*"They'll tell you that any
action is honorable and right if its
"sincere" or "idealistic" in
motivation. Here is one of the
most seductive of New Left
appeals - that if an arsonist's or
anarchist's heart is in the right
place, if he feels he is doing
something for "humanity" or a
"higher cause," then his act, even
if ellegal, is justifiable. Remember
that acts have consequences. The
alleged sincerity of the
perpetrator does not absolve him
from responsibility. His acts may
affect the rights,' lives, and
property of others. Just being a
student or being on campus does
not automatically confer
immunity or grant license to
violate the law. Just because you
don't like a law doesn~t mean you
can violate it with impunity.
*"They'll ask you to believe
that you, as a student and citizen,
are powerless by democratic
means to effect change in our
society. Remember the boods on
American history you have read.
They tell the story of the creative
self-renewal of this Nation
throught change. Public opinion
time after time has brought new
policies, goals, and methods. The
individual is not helpless or caught
in "bureaucracy" as these
extremists claim.
*"They'll encourage you to
hurl bricks and stones instead of
logical argument at those who
disagree with your views. I
remember an old saying: "He who
strikes the first blow has run out
of ideas." Violence is as ancient as
the cave man; as up-to-date as the
Weatherman. Death and injury,
fear, distrust, animosity,
polarization, counter-violence these arise from violence. The
very use of violence shows the
paucity of rational thought in the
SDS, its inability to come up with
any intellegent critique of our
society."
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Mead Advocate_s Life Style
New York, September 22 Anthropologist Dr. Margaret Mead
today advocated the development
of "cluster groups" as a
replacement for ·traditional family
units which she said have become
"incongruous" with the new
expectations of our changing
society.
Arguing that the task of
maintaining individual homes
"squanders an inordinate amount
of energy," Dr. Mead contended
in the current issue of Redhook
magazine , that the development
of such new designs for living is
one of our most urgent needs
today.
She said that the
self-sufficiency of small family
units - parents and thei children
- in which each family must
provide for all its own social and
emotional needs has become a
"heavy burden."
Citing current attitudes of the
young toward _the traditional
approach to marriage and
parenthood, Dr. Mead warned
that "blind attachment (of
society) to a traditional kind of
family as the only good way of
living and bringing up children
may in the end frustrate our most
serious efforts to improve the
quality of our personal and
national life ....
"By holding on to a style of
family living that has become
incongruous with ' our newer

expectations, we shall have lost
what we have most valued: a way
of bringing up children that
prepares them to live their own
lives, to make the future their
own - and different from the
past."
Emphasizing the difference
between "cluster groups" and
communes, Dr. Mead said that in
the former, each family would
retain its own identity and there
would n·ot be a common
occupational or economic base.
She described "cluster groups"
as communities in which couples
with children would live very
close to many people. "There
would be in each cluster some
families , some childless married
couples, older and younger, some
individuals not yet married, some
previously married, some working
or studying and some retired,
some with strength for energetic
play and talk with children and
some very fragile persons whome
even children could help care
for. ...
"Some things would be owned
personally; other necessary
resources would be owned and
used within the larger group ....
Nor should families and ,
individuals necessarily make
long-term commitments to
membership. It is necessary, I
think, for people to keep the
sense that they are free to change
and move."

College Center Board
Fall Film Pr09'am

October 4 - Putney Swope
October 11 - John and Mary
October 18 - The Boys In The
· Band
October 25 - "Z"
October 29 - Halloween Double
Feature - The Haunting and
Village of the Damned
October 30-31 - All-Nite Film
Festival (7 p.m.-7 a.m.)

November 1 - Bonnie and Clyde
November I 2 - Knife In The
Water
November 22 - Lion In Winter
December 1 - Greetings
December 6 - Oh! What a Lovely
War
December 13 - Monterey Pop
January 5 - Black Orpheus
January 10 - Pre-Exam Festival
January 17 - Mid-Exam Festival

Drugs are somehow a way of life for some people. For some it
provides a meaning to life, for others it provides an insight to help them
deal with themselves, and for still others drugs are an escape fro~ the
pain and fright or the reality that they face on a day to day basis. These
are all ways of meeting life's demands.
-There are other ways to find insights and understanding in coping
with life on a daily basis. This includes all forms of organized religion as
well as individual cults, courses are given in Yoga, Zen, political
involvement, athletics and many other life styles. Group therapy,
hobbies of intense interest to the individual, are life styles for others.
Any student who was at the Leader ship Conference , Septembe
10-13 or who talked with students whp returned from that four day
weekend know these people found a diffyent way to add meaning and
excitement to their lives. Through many-hoµrs of discussion they learn
to understand the members of their group ind to trust them . Some also
learn that they can be honest and open in what they say about
themselves and in understanding what others were saying to them about
themselves and about the other people.
If you would like to get together with other students to discuss
various ways of finding meaning_ in life come to Alumni Lounge College Center on Wednesday's from 4 to 6. We hope to include in our
discussions all kinds of life styles, what they mean to the individual,
and how they are viewed by others. These meetings will begin on
October 14, 1970.
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INSIDE NEWARI( STATE
(Continued from Page 7)
Mrs. M: They should put in the

M: It's simple. I'll read
literature in my spare time
anyway. The only way I'll learn
something I don't like is to major
in it. I really should have majored
in Biology because I don't spend
much of my spare time doing
Biology experiments. Yes I really
love English - all those great
writers - James Joyce , Henry
James, Zane Grey.
Ed: Zane Grey?
Mrs.

catalogue about having a long arm
for Art too.
Ed: A long arm?
Mrs. M: So you can carry your art
portfolio. A 36 inch stretch is
about the least you can get by
with. Shortarmed people should
be channeled into Philosophy or
something.
Ed: When did you find you had
this great passion for History?
Mrs. M: Next semester I'm going
Mrs. M: What passion?
to take Russian Lit. as an elective.
Ed: For history. When did you I can't wait. I Jove all those
decide to major in it?
Russian writers - Tolstoy,
Mrs. M: Oh that! I don't like Dostoevsky, James Joyce.
history. English is my favorite Ed: James Joyce? I thought he
subject.
·
· was Irish.
Ed: I'm afraid you've lost me
Mrs. M: Is he? Well, I haven' t
again.
taken the course yet.
Ed: l think what people would
really like to hear about is your
job here at the bookstore, Mrs.
VD. is corning
* * *
To the person or persons who
stole the flower which I
donated to the Independent
office out of the kindness of
my heart ; seeking no reward
but the satisfaction of giving;
and to the person who stole
(Continued from Page 6)
the indignant notice which I
continuation of "Experience"
posted expressing this anger on
than anything else. But Hendrix
the Independent bulletin
managed to pull off something
board . . . YOU ARE A BIG
few can do. He kept this LP alive
PIGGY AND I HOPE THE
and not sounding just like the first
GREAT PUMPKIN CURSES album note for note . The brand of

classified

YOU WITH NO GOODIES ON
HALLOWEEN!!

• • •
Help wanted - Levy

Sue

Brothers
stockroom. Weekdays;
Saturdays
Contact
Mr. Facett
(receiving dept) 352-4600
* * *

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
MILDRED

* * *
For Sale: tame Squirrel
Monkey - cage included. Call
339-7352
* * *
Young woman student to read
part time to visually
handicapped gentleman; also
assist in travel and sometimes
feed . $1.25 per hour. Call
351-7333.
* * *
COLLEGE STUDENTS
EARN_ $50 PER WK 3
AFTERNOONS PER WK If
you are a college student and
would like to earn $50 per
week on your campus for just
9 hours work, see Mr. Brown
this Thurs, Oct. 1, 4 p.m. or 6
p.m. sharp. Holiday Inn,
Evergreen pl., E. Orange.
* * *
Willing to share modern apt.
Private bedroom. Kitchen
priviliges with responsible
college girl. Call 68 7-5041
* * *
Yes, Virginia, there is still (a
PG Zero population growth).
There will be a meeting
sometime in October. Be on
the lookout for details
* * *
Wanted - one girl for Alan named Lisa
* * *
To Sue, Who gives a damn who
stole your ? !! *? flower? What
kind of queer are you anyway?
You gotta lotta nerve! (P.S. R.
Pyne has it!! Got it? Get it!)

music was basically the same but
the songs came out as separate
numbers. In fact, some people will
tell you "Axis" was Hendrix's
best effort. Tracks like "You Got
Me Floating", Spanish Castle
Magic", "Axis: Bold As Love",
and my favorite Hendrix track of
all (next to "Voodoo Chile" on
"EI ectric Ladyland"), "Little
Wing" (in which Hendrix has got
to play the most beautiful guitar
run ever recorded. If you've heard
it, it's the one after the vocal.)
Give them good ammunition. Had
it not been for "Electric
Ladyland", his next album I
would have agreed.
'

"Lady land" is simply a classic
LP. Rock and Roll ("Come On")
electric music ("Burning of t_he
Midnight Lamp") free-form
(" 1983") jazz ("Still Raining, Still
Dreaming") and blues ("Voodoo
Chile") adorn the double-disced
album. Hendrix and Mitchell give
their superb performances and
even Redding does some really
good things. "Ladyland" was
Hendrix's breakthrough into new
fields and he scored in all
accounts. His writing became
more natural and his guitar
playing got better and better.
Even his voice, which he was not
noted for, seemed stronger and
more assured.
This was Hendrix's period of
"have guitar - will jam" and the
personnel of "Ladyland" showed
it. Buddy Miles, Chris Wood, Jack
Cassidy, Al Kooper, and Stevie
Windwood are among those heard
1 on the album.
After "Electric Ladyland",
Hendrix got bogged down. Tlie
Experience broke up, reformed
again, and broke up again.
Nothi~g was heard from him
for most of '69. Then Hendrix
JD made an appearance on a few T.V.

Mattson - the laughter, the
pathos, some of the little human
interest stories that go to make up
your day. Would you care to tell
us about that, Mrs. Mattson.
Mrs. M: No.
Ed: Oh. Well, I see I've touched
on an exposed nerve , Mrs.
Mattson . . . Mrs. Mattson ... get
a grip on yourself now. Well, this
has been very pleasant - a whole
new slant on campus life .
Mrs. M: You' re not leaving
already are you?
Ed: Well , yes. l think an interview
loses its zest after three pages.
Mrs. M: Don't you want to know
what I think about pollution, or
high tariffs or Martha Mitchell?
Ed: We may have to hold that for
another issue.
Mrs. M: I didn't even get a chance
to use the word, ineluctable. It's
my favorite word .
Ed: Next time.

shows with some new material
and a much more together head.
He then organized The Band of
Gypsies. Not the one on the
Capital LP, but a larger, much
more funky one. A single,
"Stepping Stone" was released on
Reprise and was notable for its
drive and the power of Hendrix
tasteful (as always) playing. After
that, the large band split and
Hendrix formed his Capital LP
band with Buddy Miles on drums
and Larry Cox, Hendrix's old
army buddy, on bass. The album
that followed, "Hendrix",
dissapointed many people. But I
think this was due to Hendrix's
poor taste in picking his sidemen.
Buddy Miles just doesn't ever, and
never will, make it and Larry Cox
wasn't even as good as Noel
Redding. Anyone can doubt its
brilliance. ·Anyone who can make
that duo of Miles and Cox sound
good, must be brilliant.
That brings us up to the last
Hendirx release "Otis
Redding/Jimi Hendrix/Historic
Performances Recorded at the
Monteray Pop Festival". This is

the recording of some of the set
Hendrix and the Experience did at
Monteray in 1967 when Hendrix
was little more than a rumor. It's
funny to listen to Hendrix the Kid
mumble introcutions and perform
without the legend draped around
him. It's good to listen to this
album and Fillmore LP right after
each other and see the differances
- and the similarities of the two
albums. It is strange that his last
album would bring us back before
his first album, making sort of an
eternal circle.
So Hendrix may or may not be
gone - depending on your point
of view. We'll always have him to
listen on records to and giving us
pleasure whenever we want. And I
have a strange (for you, maybe)
theory that a person like Hendrix
cannot just stop. He no doubt is
somewhere else, digging it to
death, and giving pleasure to alot
of others. So look, we had our
turn, man. Don't be a pig. ROCK
ON!

_-;j. '.\
by Bob Abline

Under the capab.le direction of
Professor Donald Raichle, a
committee of faculty, students
and administrators has presented
to the college a manifesto
entitled, "Policies Relating to the
Rights and Responsibilities of the
College Community". If the
reader has not taken time to read
its twenty-seven pages, you are
urged to do so, because this
document is clear, concise,
intelligently written and an
extremely valuable asset to this
institution in the current wave of
storm and stress.
Quite obviously, the impetus
to create such a manifesto was
generated last May in the wake of
the Cambodian-Kerit State
incidents. This is made clear in Dr.
Weiss' introductory message
which notes that last May
"illustrated the need to make
clear to the members of this
academic community their rights
and responsibilities". Now, to be
sure, this is somewhat of an insult
since it implies that the members
of this institution are not aware of
their rights or responsibilities.
However, in the face of the
activities on the part of some
students and faculty, one can only
agree with Dr, Weiss' assessment.
. Further, while there are elements
on this campus who would like to
hear only of rights, it is
encouraging to note that Dr.
Raichle's committee has placed
corresponsing weight on
responsibilities.
The Preamble of the code
notes that the "purpose of this
statement is to enumerate the
essential provisions for student
freedom to learn". At this every
student in this college should
utter a most reverent "Amen". To
be sure, it is not often -that a
document is written for the
express purpose of guarding ones
freedom to learn, and when one is
written it should receive the close
scrutiny of all concerned. After
such scrutiny this writer has
concluded that the interim code
should receive the support of all
segments of the college
community.
One of the major reasons I say
this is that the code clearly
describes certain rights,
procedures and responsibilities
which if known by all in the
college, helps to prevent
confusion in times of crises. For

example, the code prohibits
certain activities by memb~rs ·of
the college community which
have been deemed contrary to the
purposes of the college and
academic freedom. Such
prohibitions include "obstruction
or disruption of any authorized
college activity", "physical abuse,
threat of physical abuse or
detention of any person on
college owned or controlled
property".
Now, one might think that
such activities have not place in a
college enviornment, and one
would be absolutely correct.
However, other institutions have
had a difficult time in convincing
particular elements of their
student body that such was that
case and we stand to benefit from
their experience. So we now have
a list of "no no's" for all to read
and be aware of. In the event of a
crises the prohibition has been
documented and the proper
actions can be taken without
confusion or hesitence.
Now the committees report is
not all negative by any means.
The report gives a firm
commitment to the concept of
freedom to develop their own
policies in regard to what they
desires io print. Further,
procedures for the dismissal of
students as well as faculty is given
a great deal of attention. Once
again the result is that everyone
has the opportunity to read and
understand before hand what will
be required of<him or her should
any crises arise.
Now it may be unfortunate
that the current code will only be
operative until a new one can be
written. The reason being that the
current code was written during
the summer when most of the
student body was absent from
campus. However, the fact that
there were those who pressed for
its creation at that time should
give some indication of the
significance attributed to it. We
can only hope that those whose
task it will be to write a new code
will draw heavily on the existing
one for content. The major
purpose of the present code is
worthy of the new one and the
commitment to responsibilities
ought not to be set aside .
Students could hardly expect a
better document than the one
now in existence, they could
receive much worse.

Attention!
Faculty
DEADLINE FOR SITTINGS FOR
MEMORIBILIA ··

PICTURES IS
OCTOBER 9
Make your appointments NOW

Call Richards Studio
·125 South Orange Avenue
South Orange, N.J.
763-4944
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FREE UNWERSITY:
Liberate your mind
by R. Robertson
specific facts of urban life, but
Field Studies in Urban Environment rather to discover the little-known

A trip to Fulton Fish Market at
four in the morning or an 85c
dinner in the Bowery could be
part of the course offerings for
the Free University's Field Studies
in Urban Life. Experiences like
these can make people aware of
what is in the area. Charles H.
Tyson , guide, detailed the
INDEPENDENT's (17) vague
description of the course. There
are no set plans for the field trips
(you don ' t have to visit the fish
market), the extent and types of
experiences will be determined by
the interests of the group . The
goal of the course is not to learn

advantages of the metropolitan
area. There is so much life going
on around us twenty-four hours a
day and many people are aware of
only their little corner of it. Field
Studies can expose anyone
interested to what is happening in
this urban area.
Poetry Workshop
A Poetry Workshop has been

added to Free U's course list. The
workshop, conducted by William
R. Brown, will not be restricted to
any particular development or
time span in poetry. It will
provide an unstructured situation

Hpw I .Spent My
Summer Vacation
time I took my chick to the
by Freddie Stubble
Fillmore to see Bonnie and
This summer was a really heavy
scene. I got stoned almost every Delaney , and people just kept
day. Dig it : I didn't work, I just passing J's along and it really blew
bummed around and did anything my mind how together everybody
I wanted to do. I went camping was. Another time we went to the
with my friends in my purple City to see "Woodstock," and
Volkswagen Bus (its really groovy, waiting in line it really freaked me
I have it fixed up with black lights out to see how many people have
and a 20-amp _sound system), and long hair, and do drugs and really
we met a lot of really together know where it's at.
people wherever we would go.
Now that l am back at school
There were freaks like us all over this fall, I see that there are still a
the place; it was really far out. So lot of kids who don't know where
I traveled around a lot and went it's at. Their heads are really
to all the groovy festivals, and I noplace. Dig it: They're still into
met a lot of really together drinking, they listen to AM Radio,
people . We had some really heavy they don't care about all the
raps about things like Viet Nam, important things in the world, and
and Hermann Hesse and the they still have short hair ; they just
Revolution, and how absurd can' t get it together.
everything is.
This summer was a real freak
And it was so together the way scene, but it's good to get back to
everybody shared. Wherever we school again. My hair is getting
would go, other freaks would turn really long, my face finally cleared
us on to some dynamic hash or up, I bought some really hip
some really heavy tea, and I was clothes with my birthday money,
wrecked most of the time. One and those freshman girls look like
real swingers to me!

In Case You're Interested
by Susan Cousine

At the present time there is
only one student on the
FacuHy-Student Committees.
Dave Lichtenstein, Student
Organization President, is now
working to increase the student
representation on these
committees. He explained that
there are many students interested
in doing something for the school
and that increased representation
would make them feel that they
have a useful place.
Mr. Lichtenstein, said, "There
is a good student-faculty
relationship now, and the faculty
is willing to cooperate." He
pointed out to any faculty
member who might be opposed to
more students on the committees,
that increased representation
would make for more.
responsibilities not more power.
Mr. Lichtenstein argued, "If we
can prove ourselves responsible
then we should be given more

responsibilities." To defend
himself he said, "The students of
this college have always played a
responsible and mature role in the
decision making process of the
school."
Open 7 Days

JOE'S
FAMOUS FOR
GIANT SIZE SUBMARINE
SANDWICHES
Cold Cuts - Phone Orders Accepted
452 Elmora Ave.
Elizabeth, N .J.
SUBMARINE SANDWICH MENU
!-Pressed Ham •Cheese• Salami85c
2-Ham • Cheese · Cappacolo .... 1.05
3·-Cheese · Proscuittin •
Cappacolo 1.10
4-<:heese • Peperoni .... .. .. .... ..... 1.10
5-Sorrento Super ................. ... 1.25
6-Roast Beef ......... ........•...... ... 1.25
7-<:heese Plain •........... .... .. ........ 75c
a-Bologna • Cheese .... .... ...... . .. .. 75c
~Turkey . .. .. ...•....... ........ ....... .. 1.25
100-Tuna Fish .. .. .... .... ... . .... .. .. 1.10
11- Ham · Cheese .. . ... .. ........ .. . .. 1.10
Hot Meat Ball or Sausage
75c Half

Cut this ad out and use it for
15% off during the next week

Oct. 1-8.

in which people can get together
to pursue interests in poetry as a
literary form. Through readings
and dialogue, any number of
poetic aspects may be covered.
Newark State has many available
resources , such as faculty
speakers , for such a workshop .
What will be covered cannot be
predicted. The basic path of
Poetry Workshop will be charted
by the people in the group.
Two additional courses are
being offered : Legitimate Dancing
with guides Steve Iannacone and
Kathy Havel; and What is Free
University? conducted by Alan
Farber and Stu Welch. Details on
these two new courses will be
forthcoming. Free University will
begin in October - have you
signed up yet?
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Sound ·& Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

Right on

the new experience and the
"variety" - a zest for life seeks
that, - but I want to be able to
hands shake, his face tired, and to have control of myself in the
hear his admission of being sense that I, ME, MYSELF am
wrecked. One time I was "on doing it. Maybe I have to try
clouds ," induced by his sudden harder , too, to overcome shyness
complete realization that he had and fear of what others think, but
better stop smoking because of man! when I've done it! This
the harm that would ·come to his accomplishment and my security
parents if he were caught - yet he are worth more than a high which
had very negative feelings toward is not the Real Thing.
them, had made light of the law,
This summer's experiences
and had sworn he would never
have "unshocked" me to
give up smoking , But he was
weak.
marijuana
talk , but some
friends
here
might
still flip out if
Why use some outside,
artificial thing to bring a feeling they knew the writer, so please do
not print my name .
that people, and their creativity,
A Reader
and personal resources can
provide naturally? How can a
person abandon his real self - the
one they have been given? I want
to experience every moment of
(Continued from Page 7)
my life , good or bad , the way I
am. I might want to try grass for "piece" and "lust" than anything
else. We are phonies, Mr.
President. We declare our utopian
ideals at dawn and deny them at
dangerous vicious animals. dusk. And for our interest in a
Survival of the quickest is the law clean environment , Mr. President,
come in and look at our snack
here, so grab a cup and shove .
bar. our student offices. our halls,
Back at the tables, depressing our lounge room, our classrooms.
sorry•excuses sit clutching their Perhaps. you had better not.
prize soda cups in an unusual and
Why do you do it, Mr.
frightening stupor. Conversation
President?
why choose to head
consists of grunts, sighs, and
groans, the exciting intricate such a motley body of
ragamuffins and guttersnipes?
language of AAHHH
(pronounced : excruciating pain). What's in it for you? what's in it
for us? Is it leadership we need? is
A body at rest tends to stay at it leadership you offer? will you
rest and from the looks of it, this show us 'the road not taken'? It
student body isn't going to move seems like this one is awfully
for some time. Take this crowded.
opportunity to observe the
Philosophers often speak of the
students around you. A ,basic
nada
. We. Mr. President , we have
difference in the sexes becomes
it
in
abundance.
apparent in hot weather : guys
tend to look mean (scowls and
teeshirts abound), girls tend to
(Continued from Page 3)
look harried (barretts are basic),
and just about everybody manages student protest is the applicability
to look bad. Everybody, that is, os such liberal values. The consent
except the phenomenal "one" of the governed in sommonly
who effortlessly survives accepted as a cultural value, but
heatwave, hurricane, rush hour, the question is whether the
and book store line with out a election of white politicians to
misplaced hair. But these are govern black pe1•sons, the
nominal so try to ignore them. I a pp ointment of educational
administrators to govern students,
know it' s hard , but try.
or the drafting of young men who
And so, dear reader, lest you cannot vote into the military ·
be discouraged, let me leave you service, excludes consent of the
with a thought Tex Antoine governed._Equality ~f opportunity
promises, you guessed it, more of is an article of faith in . America,
the same. Now I have nothing but is it not a sham to assume that
against this man personally, and I poor and black persons have equal
wouldn't want to see him opportunities in the existing
unemployed, but he better be socioecono.m ic . order? These
wrong because I fully .intend to liberal values are very much at the
pose the question next week, "is heart of student revolts, and the
real antagonist of student rebels is
cool relevant to NSC?"
not so much "liberalism" as the
liberals who fail to make it work.
(continued next week)

BRATS

"Is It Relevant?''
, by Carolyn Hughes

Relevancy. Everywhere we
turn today we are bombarded
with the question, "is it
relevant?" At Newark State, as in
all college communities, it is the
practice to examine problems
relevant to us as students. And so,
with that in mind, this article will
deal with a problem that everyone ·
will agree has been extremely
relevant to student life this past
week ... heat.
Trivial, you say? I don't
think so - typical certainly. How
many times have you stumbled
into a classroom this week, and
through a haze of sweat, caught
the glance of a fellow sufferer and
said, "Boy is it hot!" One good
thing about this weather - it
makes for
wonderful
conversation.
After due consideration and
careful study, I think it is safe to
say that the classroom situation
lends itself to air conditioning.
Without it we are dead (literally).
This point was dramatically
illustrated at the beginning of the
week in Willis Hall. Several rumors
circulated, each attempting to
explain the shut-down. 1 myself
like the one about Mason Gross
channeling all the power in the
State to his suite of offices at
Rutgers. I would have asked the
opinion of the guy next to me but
I couldn't revive him.
At least once a day you find
yourself in the Student Center.
The cold drink line can turn
docile human beings into

Demythologizi,ng

What is the Supreme Good?
One answer: Peace in our communities,

our nation

and our world.
For those who have dedicated themselves to the cause of
peace the committment lies in providing time, energy ideas to
those institutions and programs concerned with the promotion of
peace. The Peace Center, 249 Morris Ave., Elizabeth needs such
people in order to work for peace in this area. For those who
have mmade peace a priority issue contact Don Smartt at the .
Peace Center for further information on what YOU can do.

~otice
Coed Volleyball will also begin
its organization Tuesday, October
6, in Gym B. The volleyball club
will meet each Tuesday and
Thursday from 3:00-4 :00 pm
through Dec. 3, 1970. All
interested please see Mrs. Thigpen
for any questions or further
information regarding

VOLLEYBALL.
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Football Debuts Saturday
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Bill "The Fox" Cook scores first goal of season.
by Ken Graf

The Squires last Wednesd ay did what coach Aufsesser said they
had to do to win. They out hustled and played their opponent
throughout the game. Their reward was a 4-0 shutout over Stevens.
Squire gridders practice for Saturday's opener.
The first period remained with each team not being able to put
by Tom O'Donnell
too much of an offensive drive together. Then with 3:35 gone in the
last Saturday in a crimmage ends will be Wilbur Aikins and
second period Newark scored its first goal , on a shot by right wing Bill
The Squire football team opens against Montclair State freshmen; Chris O'Carroll. Several players
Cook . Newark's second goal was scored at the 15 :34 mark of the its regular season Saturday at and Fitzpatrick suffered a knee will see action both ways. Among
second period on an eight footer from in front by sophomore Kemal Brooklyn College in New York. injury in practice on Tuesday. Mr. these are Canizzo, Smith, Aikens,
Davut, assisted by Bob Gorsky .
Having two scrimmages under Waterman named his starting Gary Pieretti and Harold Gray.
Newark State started the second half scoring quickly when with their belt, the coach, Mr. backfield for Saturday. At The team is a young one with
I :23 gone over the goalies head to put the Squires ahead 3-0. The final Waterman feels his team will be quarterback will be Charlie Behm only one senior Louis Ferrante,
score came later in the third period when Bill Cook passed to Hank ready . Injury wise the Squires with Greg Smith and Jim Canizzo who is injured, but may surprise a
Ruthowski who banged it in for the final score. All in all the Squire have not been hurt too much. Joe at the halfback spots and Yoe few people even though the
booters showed much improvement over its earlier loss to Staten Island, Staroick suffered a broken ankle Yeadon at fullback. The offensive Squires are a first year team .
6-1. Goalie George Barca was credited with nine saves while playing a
brillant defensive game.
It was the first shutout which Newark won in over two years.
After Paterson, Newark will have two more away games before its
Position
Class
Height
Weight
Number
Name
first home opener against Glassboro on Sat. , Oct. I 0. They are Upsala
6'2"
Junior
End
188
Wilbur Akins
85
on Fri ., Oct. 2, and Ru tgers SJ . on Wed ., Oct. 7.
Quarterback
5'10"
Freshman
10
160
Charles Behm
Tackle
6'
Sophomore
Starting Line-up for Wednesday 's game is as follows:
77
200
Fred Brown
Halfback
Junior
5'10"
175
30
Jim Cannizzo
Left wing
Joe Dunn
Soph.
Tackle
Junior
73
202
6' 1"
Mike Cleary
Left Inside
BoBo Kunnu
Frosh
6'2"
Tackle and End
Junior
88
201
Jermone Dunn
Right Inside
lvo Lerich
Jr. (Co-Capt.)
5'9"
Halfback
Freshman
11
168
James Elam
Right Wing
Bill Cook
Jr.
5' 11"
Halfback
Sophomore
160
James
Fitzpatrick
26
Left Half
Bob Gorsky
Jr.
6'2"
Fullback
Senior
12
220
Louis Ferrante
Center Half
Harry Berger
Jr.
Halfback
5'7"
Freshman
Bagley Goodwyn
23
150
Right Half
Hand Rutkowski
Jr.
Center and Tackle
6'3"
Sophomore
75
225
Harold Gray
Left Full
Mi[s.e Knoth
Frosh.
5'10"
Freshman
Halfback
John Holman
20
162
Center Full
John Wilson
Sr. (Co-Capt.)
5'11"
Guard
Freshman
170
Walter Lykosh
60
Right Full
Ken Graf
Jr.
5'1 0"
Guard
Freshman
John Lynch
63
186
Goalie
Jorge Barca
Soph.
5'9"
End
Freshman
148
Jody Micillo
81
6'1"
Sophomore
Halfback
31
180
Others who will see action: Al Morino , Kemal Davut , Bob Jordan ,
Lee Mand
Quarterback
5'7"
Junior
168
Bob Montefusco
21
Sandy Pyonin , Jim Skoba, Al Merola , Mike Natale, Jim Augis and Bruce
6'3"
Center and Tackle
Freshman
200
John McFadden
52
Meyers.
5'11"
End
Sophomore
Chris O'Carroll
82
160
5'10"
Halfback
Sophomore
Gary Parent
25
160
5'8"
Sophomore
Guard
Gary Pieretti
64
180
5'11"
Sophomore
Tackle
Enrique Santiu site
70
175
Newark State's 9 I st year both first and outfield. He made
6'1"
Tackle
Sophomore
Joseph Scheffren
72
200
closed out its campaign with a 7 only I error last year.
6'1"
Halfback
Sophomore
Gregory Smith
27
185
win, 9 loss record . Hope s look
Lou Ferrante - Senior ca ptain
6'4"
End
Sophomore
William Stark
84
190
bright for next year as they won 7 batted .321 last year which was
5'8"
Sophomore
Guard
Stanley Staroscick
62
180
out of their last I 0 . Along the his third consecutive .300 or
6'0"
Guard
Joseph Stephanick
195
Sophomore
66
way, the 1970 squad man aged to better year. Also set a school
- 5'11"
Ronald Stone
178
Fullback
32
· Junior
set numerous team records. record with most walks with 17 .
6'1"
End
Michael Wajc io
83
170
Freshman
6'0"
End
Robert Weglarz
165
Freshman
80
Among them are 6 consecutive Second team NJCC .
wins, most homeruns by a team
John Garry
sophomore
All interested, please attend
(11 ), most wins since 1959.
catcher whose hustle and runs and was second on the team
this meeting and fell out a
The future looks bright with leadership solidified the team. with 12 walks.
Roger Kostiuk
16 returning lettermen. The Made only four erro rs last year
_ Attention ALL Students! This schedule so reservations for the
returning vets are:
- and proved to be a good defensive sophomore infielder with good
year's swimming team is "in the pool can be made for practice
speed and an excellent glove who
Jim Angus - senior second player.
making ". An organizational hours.
gained
valuable
experience
last
If you are unable to attend the
baseman who batted 280 and
Pat Geroni - junior pitcher
meeting for both men's and
meeting
today, please see Mr.
committed only 3 errors, all of and third baseman . Was second in year as a freshman . Will no doubt
women 's swimming teams will be
Karbe
or
Mrs . Holden for
homeruns with 3 and second in improve.
last year.
held on Thursday , October I,
information.
Robert Leblein
senior
Kirmit Clements - junior RBI with 10 . He was also third in
1970, in Gym E.
Synchronized swimming is also
outfielder was injured after the Runs Scored , 13 . Pitchi ng record outfielder who led the team with
outfielder who batted 314 last in -the preparation stage.
, a 394 average. Third highest in
third game last year and hold s wa s I win, I loss.
year. He set a school record with Memb.e}ship will be open to men
Newark State history .
base stealing record . Good speed
most runs scored in a season, with and WQ.!!11!n, Monday October 5,
Ron
Goldfaden
junior
first
Ted
Patle
n
Sophomore
and can steal bases. He will
18 , and tied a record with most
1970, and Wednesday, October 7,
definitely strengthen the outfield. baseman batted .333 . His school infielder and outstanding team
hits in a season with 22 . He also 1970, from 3:00 pm to 5 :00 pm.
records
include
most
homeruns
a
player.
His
hustle
and
team
spirit
Larry Ciborowske
had a nine game hitting streak
There are no tryouts for
sophomore pitcher who will try to season with 5 ' most doubles, 6, was in inspiration to the team.
and most RBl's 20 . Ron also
before it was broken by synchronized swimming.
make the switch from mound to holds the record for hitting in
Stan Pietrzyk - junior pitcher
who was the invaluable relief ace Montclair, the last game of the Requirements include swimming
infield.
consecutive games 10. Made
season. Honorable Mention NJCC. two laps of the pool.
Paul Doto - senior infielder honorable mention in NJCC .
last year. He may be used as a
Roger Schreiner - sophomore
Contact Wendy Burris, Mailbox
starter or relief pitcher this year,
whose ability to play both catcher
pitcher
who
won
3
and
lost
2.
He
457
if you are interested in
depending
on
where
the
greatest
Tom Hanlon
senior
and third base make him a
shortstop who was probably rated need is. His record was one win improved with every game and participating and cannot attend
valuable utility man .
will be c.ounted upon to hand either of the two scheduled
the best defensive shortstop in the and one loss.
Larry DiNapoli
sessions.
Charlie Robbins - sophomore down the pitching chores.
sophomore player who can play conference. He also scored I 2

N.S.-C. 1970 Football Roster

Baseball Future Bright

· Notices

